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Abstract
A subclass of recently discovered class of solutions in multidimensional gravity
with intersecting p -branes related to Lie algebras and governed by a set of harmonic
functions is considered. This subclass in case of three Euclidean p -branes (one
electric and two magnetic) contains a cosmological-type solution (in 11 -dimensional
model with two 4 -forms) related to hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebra F3 (of rank 3 ).
This solution describes the non-Kasner power-law inflation.
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1
I Introduction
Here we consider recently discovered class of solutions with intersecting p -branes [1].
These solutions are governed by a set of harmonic functions. The number of harmonic
functions in general is less then the number of p -branes (as it takes place in orthogonal
case [2]-[16]). The solutions correspond to a block-orthogonal set of p -brane vectors Us
(see (2.17) below) and may be considered as a Majumdar-Papapetrou type extension
of for the extremal limit of “block-orthogonal” black holes recently found in [17] (for
“orthogonal” black holes see [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and references therein.)
For 1-block case the solution is governed by one harmonic function and for a special
configuration may be related to some simple finite dimensional Lie algebra or infinite
dimensional hyperbolic Kac-Moody (KM) algebra [24, 25]. The affine KM algebras do
not appear among the solutions from [1].
Let us consider the simplest example of D = 11 supergravity [26] (corresponding to
M-theory [27]). It is known [3, 4, 5] that the orthogonal (or A1 + A1 ) intersection rules
for the M-theory read
3 ∩ 3 = 1, 3 ∩ 6 = 2, 6 ∩ 6 = 4 (1.1)
(here we are counting dimensions of world-sheets and their intersections). For the simplest
A2 = sl(3) Lie algebra the intersection rules are modified as follows [1]
3 ∩ 3 = 0, 3 ∩ 6 = 1, 6 ∩ 6 = 3. (1.2)
The rules (1.2) are obtained from (1.1) by a shift of one unit. (For 3 ∩ 3 = 0 the
“truncated” theory or without Chern-Simons term should be considered). These modified
rules may be writen for a wide class of models and Lie algebras (finite or hyperbolic) and
are defined by a Dynkin diagrams [1, 23].
Hyperbolic algebras appeared in different areas of mathematical physics, e.g. in or-
dinary gravity [28] (F3 hyperbolic algebra), supergravity: [29, 30] (E10 hyperbolic alge-
bra), [31] (F3 hyperbolic algebra), strings etc (see also [32] and references therein). In
[31] it was shown that the chiral reduction of a simple (N = 1 ) supergravity from four
dimensions to one dimension gives rise to the hyperbolic algebra of rank 3 (namely F3 ).
In [1] we considered some examples of hyperbolic intersection rules for the hyperbolic
KM algebras of rank 2. These examples were suggested for so-called BD models with
D ≥ 14 [23], containing D − 11 scalar fields with negative kinetic terms. (B11 is the
truncated bosonic sector of D = 11 supergravity. B12 is the 12-dimensional model [33]
corresponding to the low energy limit of F-theory [34].)
Here an example of cosmological solution in 11 -dimensional model with three p-
branes (two magnetic and one electric) that have intersection rules corresponding to the
hyperbolic KM algebra F3 is constructed.
II The model
We consider a model governed by the action [11]
S =
∫
dDz
√
|g|
{
R[g]− hαβg
MN∂Mϕ
α∂Nϕ
β −
∑
a∈△
θa
na!
exp[2λa(ϕ)](F
a)2
}
(2.1)
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where g = gMNdz
M ⊗ dzN is a metric, ϕ = (ϕα) ∈ Rl is a vector of scalar fields, (hαβ)
is a symmetric non-degenerate l × l matrix (l ∈ N) , θa = ±1 , F
a = dAa is a na -form
(na ≥ 1 ), λa is a 1-form on R
l : λa(ϕ) = λαaϕ
α , a ∈ △ , α = 1, . . . , l . Here △ is some
finite set.
We consider a manifold
M = M0 ×M1 × . . .×Mn, (2.2)
with a metric
g = e2γ(x) g0 +
n∑
i=1
e2φ
i(x) gi (2.3)
where g0 = g0µν(x)dx
µ⊗dxν is a metric on the manifold M0 , and g
i = gimini(yi)dy
mi
i ⊗dy
ni
i
is a Ricci-flat metric on the manifold Mi (Ric[g
i] = 0 ), i = 1, . . . , n . Any manifold Mν
is oriented and connected and dν ≡ dimMν , ν = 0, . . . , n . Let
τi ≡
√
|gi(yi)|dy
1
i ∧ . . . ∧ dy
di
i , ε(i) ≡ sign(det(g
i
mini
)) = ±1 (2.4)
denote the volume di -form and signature parameter respectively, i = 1, . . . , n . Let
Ω = Ωn be a set of all subsets of {1, . . . , n} , |Ω| = 2
n . For any I = {i1, . . . , ik} ∈ Ω ,
i1 < . . . < ik , we denote
τ(I) ≡ τi1 ∧ . . . ∧ τik , d(I) ≡
∑
i∈I
di, ε(I) ≡
∏
i∈I
ε(i). (2.5)
We also put τ(∅) = ε(∅) = 1 and d(∅) = 0 .
For fields of forms we consider the following composite electromagnetic ansatz
F a =
∑
I∈Ωa,e
F (a,e,I) +
∑
J∈Ωa,m
F (a,m,J) (2.6)
where
F (a,e,I) = dΦ(a,e,I) ∧ τ(I), (2.7)
F (a,m,J) = e−2λa(ϕ) ∗(dΦ(a,m,J) ∧ τ(J)) (2.8)
are elementary forms of electric and magnetic types respectively, a ∈ △ , I ∈ Ωa,e ,
J ∈ Ωa,m and Ωa,e ⊂ Ω , Ωa,m ⊂ Ω . In (2.8) ∗ = ∗[g] is the Hodge operator on (M, g) .
For scalar functions we put
ϕα = ϕα(x), Φs = Φs(x), (2.9)
s ∈ S .
Here and below
S = Se ⊔ Sm, Sv =
⋃
a∈△
{a} × {v} × Ωa,v, (2.10)
v = e,m .
Due to (2.7) and (2.8)
d(I) = na − 1, d(J) = D − na − 1, (2.11)
for I ∈ Ωa,e , J ∈ Ωa,m .
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II.1 The sigma model
Let d0 6= 2 and
γ = γ0(φ) ≡
1
2− d0
n∑
j=1
djφ
j, (2.12)
i.e. the generalized harmonic gauge is used.
We impose the restriction on sets Ωa,v . These restrictions guarantee the block-
diagonal structure of a stress-energy tensor (like for the metric) and the existence of
σ -model representation [11].
We denote w1 ≡ {i|i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, di = 1} , and n1 = |w1| (i.e. n1 is the number
of 1-dimensional spaces among Mi , i = 1, . . . , n ).
Restriction 1. Let 1a) n1 ≤ 1 or 1b) n1 ≥ 2 and for any a ∈ △ , v ∈ {e,m} ,
i, j ∈ w1 , i < j , there are no I, J ∈ Ωa,v such that i ∈ I , j ∈ J and I \ {i} = J \ {j} .
Restriction 2 (only for d0 = 1, 3 ). Let 2a) n1 = 0 or 2b) n1 ≥ 1 and for any
a ∈ △ , i ∈ w1 there are no I ∈ Ωa,m , J ∈ Ωa,e such that I¯ = {i} ⊔ J for d0 = 1 and
J = {i} ⊔ I¯ for d0 = 3 . Here and in what follows
I¯ ≡ {1, . . . , n} \ I. (2.13)
It was proved in [11] that equations of motion for the model (2.1) and the Bianchi
identities: dF s = 0 , s ∈ Sm , for fields from (2.3)–(2.12), when Restrictions 1 and 2 are
imposed, are equivalent to equations of motion for the σ -model governed by the action
Sσ =
∫
dd0x
√
|g0|
{
R[g0]− GˆABg
0µν∂µσ
A∂νσ
B
−
∑
s∈S
εs e
−2Us
A
σA g0µν∂µΦ
s∂νΦ
s
}
, (2.14)
where (σA) = (φi, ϕα) , the index set S from (2.10), target space metric
(GˆAB) =
(
Gij 0
0 hαβ
)
, (2.15)
with
Gij = diδij +
didj
d0 − 2
, (2.16)
vectors
(UsA) = (diδiIs,−χsλαas), (2.17)
where s = (as, vs, Is) , χe = +1 , χm = −1 ;
δiI =
∑
j∈I
δij (2.18)
is the indicator of i belonging to I : δiI = 1 for i ∈ I and δiI = 0 otherwise; and
εs = (−ε[g])
(1−χs)/2ε(Is)θas , (2.19)
s ∈ S , ε[g] ≡ sign det(gMN) . More explicitly (2.19) reads εs = ε(Is)θas for vs = e and
εs = −ε[g]ε(Is)θas , for vs = m .
4
II.2 Exact solutions in a block-orthogonal case
Let us define the scalar product as follows
(U, U ′) = GˆABUAU
′
B, (2.20)
for U, U ′ ∈ RN , where (GˆAB) = (GˆAB)
−1 . The scalar products (2.20) for vectors Us
were calculated in [11]
(Us, Us
′
) = d(Is ∩ Is′) +
d(Is)d(Is′)
2−D
+ χsχs′λαasλβas′h
αβ ≡ Bss
′
, (2.21)
where (hαβ) = (hαβ)
−1 ; s = (as, vs, Is) and s
′ = (as′, vs′, Is′) belongs to S .
Let
S = S1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Sk, (2.22)
Si 6= ∅ , i = 1, . . . , k , and
(Us, Us
′
) = 0 (2.23)
for all s ∈ Si , s
′ ∈ Sj , i 6= j ; i, j = 1, . . . , k . Relation (2.22) means that the set S is a
union of k non-intersecting (non-empty) subsets S1, . . . , Sk . According to (2.23) the set
of vectors (Us, s ∈ S) has a block-orthogonal structure with respect to the scalar product
(2.20), i.e. it splits into k mutually orthogonal blocks (Us, s ∈ Si) , i = 1, . . . , k .
Here we consider exact solutions in the model (2.1), when vectors (Us, s ∈ S) obey
the block-orthogonal decomposition (2.22), (2.23) with scalar products defined in (2.21)
[1]. These solutions may be obtained from the corresponding solutions of the σ -model
[1], that are presented in Appendix 1.
The solution reads:
g = U
{
g0 +
n∑
i=1
Uig
i
}
, (2.24)
U =
(∏
s∈S
H2d(Is)εsν
2
s
s
)1/(2−D)
, (2.25)
Ui =
∏
s∈S
H2εsν
2
sδiIs
s , (2.26)
ϕα = −
∑
s∈S
λαasχsεsν
2
s lnHs, (2.27)
F a =
∑
s∈S
F sδaas , (2.28)
where Ric[g0] = Ric[gi] = 0 ,
F s = νsdH
−1
s ∧ τ(Is), for vs = e, (2.29)
F s = νs(∗0dHs) ∧ τ(I¯s), for vs = m, (2.30)
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Hs are harmonic functions on (M0, g
0) coinciding inside blocks of matrix (Bss
′
) from
(2.21) (Hs = Hs′ , s, s
′ ∈ Sj , j = 1, . . . , k ) and relations∑
s′∈S
Bss
′
εs′ν
2
s′ = −1 (2.31)
for the matrix (Bss
′
) (2.21), parameters εs (2.19) and νs are imposed, s ∈ S , i =
1, . . . , n ; α = 1, . . . , l . Here λαa = h
αβλβa , ∗0 = ∗[g
0] is the Hodge operator on (M0, g
0)
and I¯ is defined in (2.13).
In deriving the solutions the following relations for contravariant components of Us -
vectors were used [11]:
Usi = δiIs −
d(Is)
D − 2
, Usα = −χsλ
α
as , (2.32)
s = (as, vs, Is) .
Thus, we obtained the generalization of the solutions from [11] to the block-orthogonal
case (here we eliminate the misprint with sign in eq. (5.19) in [11]).
Remark 1. The solution is also valid for d0 = 2 , if Restriction 2 is replaced by
Restriction 2∗ .
Restriction 2 ∗ (for d0 = 2 ). For any a ∈ △ there are no I ∈ Ωa,m , J ∈ Ωa,e such
that I¯ = J and for n1 ≥ 2 , i, j ∈ w1 , i 6= j , there are no I ∈ Ωa,m , J ∈ Ωa,e such that
i ∈ I , j ∈ J¯ , I \ {i} = J¯ \ {j} .
It may be proved using a more general form of the sigma-model representation (see
Remark 2 in [11]).
III Solutions related to Lie algebras and intersection
rules
Here we put
(Us, Us) 6= 0 (3.1)
for all s ∈ S and introduce the quasi-Cartan matrix A = (Ass
′
)
Ass
′
≡
2(Us, Us
′
)
(Us′ , Us′)
, (3.2)
s, s′ ∈ S . From (2.23) we get a block-orthogonal structure of A :
A =


A(1) . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . .A(k)

 , (3.3)
where A(i) = (A
ss′, s, s′ ∈ Si) , i = 1, . . . , k . Here we tacitly assume that the set S is
ordered, S1 < . . . < Sk and the order in Si is inherited by the order in S .
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We note that due to (2.23) the relation (5.5) may be rewritten as
∑
s′∈Si
(Us, Us
′
)εs′ν
2
s′ = −1, (3.4)
s ∈ Si , i = 1, . . . , k . Hence, parameters (νs, s ∈ Si) depend upon vectors (U
s, s ∈ Si) ,
i = 1, . . . , k .
For detA(i) 6= 0 relation (3.4) may be rewritten in the equivalent form
εsν
2
s (U
s, Us) = −2
∑
s′∈S
A
(i)
ss′, (3.5)
s ∈ Si , where (A
(i)
ss′) = A
−1
(i) . Thus, eq. (3.4) may be resolved in terms of νs for certain
εs = ±1 , s ∈ Si .
In what follows we consider the block-orthogonal decomposition to be irreducible, i.e.
for any i the block (Us, s ∈ Si) does not split into two mutually orthogonal subblocks.
In this case any matrix A(i) is indecomposable (or irreducible) in the sense that there
is no renumbering of vectors which would bring A(i) to the block diagonal form Ai =
diag(A′(i), A
′′
(i)) .
Let A be the generalized Cartan matrix [24, 25]. In this case
Ass
′
∈ −Z+ ≡ {0,−1,−2, . . .} (3.6)
for s 6= s′ and A generates generalized symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra [24, 25].
Now we fix i ∈ {1, . . . , k} . From (3.3) and (3.6) we get
Ass
′
(i) ∈ −Z+, (3.7)
s, s′ ∈ Si , s 6= s
′ . There are three possibilities for A(i) : a) detA(i) > 0 , b) detA(i) < 0
and c) detA(i) = 0 . For detA(i) 6= 0 the corresponding Kac-Moody algebra is simple,
since A(i) is indecomposable [25].
III.1 Finite dimensional Lie algebras
Let detA(i) > 0 . In this case A(i) is the Cartan matrix of a simple finite-dimensional
Lie algebra and Ass
′
(i) ∈ {0,−1,−2,−3} , s 6= s
′ . The elements of inverse matrix A−1(i) are
positive (see Ch.7 in [25]) and hence we get from (3.5)
εs(U
s, Us) < 0, (3.8)
s ∈ Si .
III.2 Hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras
Let detA(i) < 0 . Among irreducible symmetrizable martrices satisfying (3.7) there exists
a large subclass of Cartan matrices, corresponding to infinite-dimensional simple hyper-
bolic generalized Kac-Moody (KM) algebras of ranks r = 2, . . . , 10 [24, 25].
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For the hyperbolic algebras the following relations are satisfied
εs(U
s, Us) > 0, (3.9)
s ∈ Si . This relation is valid, since (A
−1
(i) )ss′ ≤ 0 , s, s
′ ∈ S , for any hyperbolic algebra
[35].
It was shown in [1] that affine KM algebras with detA(i) = 0 do not appear in the
solutions [1].
III.3 Intersection rules
¿From the orthogonality relation (2.23) and (2.21) we get
d(Is ∩ Is′) = △(s, s
′) (3.10)
where s ∈ Si , s
′ ∈ Sj , i 6= j and
△(s, s′) ≡
d(Is)d(Is′)
D − 2
− χsχs′λas · λas′ . (3.11)
Here λ · λ′ ≡ hαβλαλ
′
β . Let
N(a, b) ≡
(na − 1)(nb − 1)
D − 2
− λa · λb, (3.12)
a, b ∈ △ . The matrix (3.12) is called the fundamental matrix of the model (2.1) [23].
For s1, s2 ∈ S , s1 6= s2 , the symbol of orthogonal intersection (3.11) may be expressed
by means of the fundamental matrix [23]
△(s1, s2) = D¯χ¯s1χ¯s2 + n¯as1χs1χ¯s2 + n¯as2χs2χ¯s1 +N(as1 , as2)χs1χs2 , (3.13)
where D¯ = D − 2 , n¯a = na − 1 , χ¯s =
1
2
(1− χs) . More explicitly (3.13) reads
∆(s1, s2) = N(as1 , as2), vs1 = vs2 = e; (3.14)
∆(s1, s2) = n¯as1 −N(as1 , as2), vs1 = e, vs2 = m; (3.15)
∆(s1, s2) = D¯ − n¯as1 − n¯as2 +N(as1 , as2), vs1 = vs2 = m. (3.16)
This follows from the relations
d(Is) = D¯χ¯s + n¯asχs, (3.17)
equivalent to (2.11). Let
K(a) ≡ na − 1−N(a, a) =
(na − 1)(D − na − 1)
D − 2
+ λa · λa, (3.18)
a ∈ △ .
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The parameters (3.18) play a rather important role in supergravitational theories,
since they are preserved under Kaluza-Klein reduction [2] and define the norms of Us
vectors:
(Us, Us) = K(as), (3.19)
s ∈ S .
Here we put K(a) 6= 0 , a ∈ △ . Then, we obtain the general intersection rule formulas
d(Is1 ∩ Is2) = △(s1, s2) +
1
2
K(as2)A
s1s2 (3.20)
s1 6= s2 , where (A
s1s2) is the quasi-Cartan matrix (3.2) (see also (6.32) from [23]).
In most models including D = 11 supergravity, D = 12 theory [33], D < 11 super-
gravities [2], K(a) = 2 and (3.20) has the following form
d(Is1 ∩ Is2) = △(s1, s2) + A
s1s2, (3.21)
s1 6= s2 , and get A
s1s2 = As2s1 , i.e. the Cartan matrix is symmetric.
IV Examples
IV.1 Hyperbolic algebra of rank three
Now we consider the example of the solution corresponding to the hyperbolic KM algebra
F3 with the Cartan matrix
A =

 2 −2 0−2 2 −1
0 −1 2

 , (4.1)
The hyperbolic algebra F3 corresponding to (4.1), is an infinite dimensional Lie alge-
bra generated by the (Serre) relations [24, 25]
[hi, hj ] = 0, [ei, fj] = δijhj (4.2)
[hi, ej] = Aijej , [hi, fj ] = −Aijfj (4.3)
(adei)
1−Aij (ej) = 0 (i 6= j), (4.4)
(adfi)
1−Aij (fj) = 0 (i 6= j). (4.5)
F3 contains A
(1)
1 affine Kac-Moody subalgebra (it corresponds to the Geroch group)
and A2 subalgebra.
The calculation of inverse matrix gives us
A−1 = −


3
2
2 1
2 2 1
1 1 0

 , (4.6)
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and, hence,
3∑
j=1
A−1ij = −
9
2
,−5,−2, (4.7)
for i = 1, 2, 3 respectively.
There exists an example of the solution with the A -matrix (4.6) for 11 -dimensional
model governed by the action
S =
∫
d11z
√
|g|
{
R[g]−
1
4!
(F 4)2 −
1
4!
(F 4∗)2
}
, (4.8)
where rankF 4 = rankF 4∗ = 4 . Here ∆ = {4, 4∗} .
We consider a configuration with two magnetic 5 -branes corresponding to the form
F 4 and one electric 2 -brane corresponding to the form F 4∗ . We denote S = {s1, s2, s3} ,
as1 = as3 = 4 , as2 = 4∗ and vs1 = vs3 = m , vs2 = e , where d(Is1) = d(Is3) = 6 and
d(Is2) = 3 . ¿From intersection rules (3.21) we obtain
d(Is1 ∩ Is2) = 0, d(Is2 ∩ Is3) = 1, d(Is1 ∩ Is3) = 4. (4.9)
For the manifold (2.2) we put n = 5 and d1 = 2 , d2 = 4 , d3 = d4 = 1 , d5 = 2 .
The corresponding sets for p -branes are the following: Is1 = {1, 2} , Is2 = {4, 5} , Is3 =
{2, 3, 4} .
The corresponding solution reads
g = H−12
{
−dt⊗ dt+H9g1 +H13g2 +H4g3 +H14g4 +H10g5
}
, (4.10)
F 4 =
dH
dt
{νs1τ3 ∧ τ4 ∧ τ5 + νs3τ1 ∧ τ5} , F
4∗ =
dH
dt
νs2
H2
dt ∧ τ4 ∧ τ5, (4.11)
where
ν2s1 =
9
2
, ν2s2 = 5, ν
2
s3
= 2 (4.12)
(see relations (3.5) and (4.7)), all metric gi are Ricci-flat ( i = 1, . . . , 5 ) with the Euclidean
signature (this agrees with relations (3.9) and (2.19)), and
H = ht+ h0 > 0, (4.13)
h, h0 are constants. (We remind that here (U
s, Us) = 2 .)
The metric (4.10) may be also rewritten using the synchronous time variable ts
g = −dts ⊗ dts + f
3/5g1 + f−1/5g2 + f 8/5g3 + f−2/5g4 + f 2/5g5, (4.14)
where f = 5hts = H
−5 > 0 , h > 0 , ts > 0 . The metric describes the power-law
”inflation” in D = 11 . It is singular for ts → +0 . It is interesting to note that the powers
in scale-factors f 2αi do not satisfy Kasner-like relations [36]:
∑5
i=1 diαi =
∑5
i=1 di(αi)
2 =
1 . For flat gi the calculation of the Riemann tensor squared gives us (see [37, 38])
RMNPQ[g]R
MNPQ[g] = At−4s , (4.15)
where A = 2× 1, 0714 .
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IV.2 A3 Lie algebra
Here we present for comparison the solution of D = 11 supergravity corresponding to
A3 Lie algebra with the Cartan matrix
A =

 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 2

 . (4.16)
We remind that D = 11 supergravity is governed by the action (in the bosonic sector)
S =
∫
d11z
√
|g|
{
R[g]−
1
4!
(F 4)2
}
+ c
∫
A3 ∧ F 4 ∧ F 4 (4.17)
where c = const , F 4 = dA3 .
The calculation of inverse matrix gives in this case
3∑
j=1
A−1ij =
3
2
, 2,
3
2
, (4.18)
for i = 1, 2, 3 respectively.
Like in the example mentioned above we consider three p -branes, one electric and two
magnetic, i. e. in this case S = {s1, s2, s3} , vs1 = vs3 = m , vs2 = e , d(Is1) = d(Is3) = 6 ,
d(Is2) = 3 . ¿From intersection rules (3.21) we obtain
d(Is1 ∩ Is2) = 1, d(Is2 ∩ Is3) = 1, d(Is1 ∩ Is3) = 4. (4.19)
For the manifold (2.2) we put n = 5 and d1 = 2 , d2 = 3 , d3 = 1 , d4 = 2 , d5 = 2 .
The corresponding sets for p -branes are the following: Is1 = {1, 2, 3} , Is2 = {3, 5} ,
Is3 = {2, 3, 4} .
The corresponding solution reads
g = H16/3
{
dρ⊗ dρ+H−3g1 +H−6g2 +H−10(−dt⊗ dt) +H−3g4 +H−4g5
}
(4.20)
F 4 =
dH
dρ
{
νs1τ4 ∧ τ5 +
νs2
H2
dρ ∧ dt ∧ τ5 + νs3τ1 ∧ τ5
}
, (4.21)
where
ν2s1 =
3
2
, ν2s2 = 2, ν
2
s3 =
3
2
. (4.22)
Here the metrics gi are Ricci-flat ( i = 1, 2, 4, 5 ) with the Euclidean signature, and
H = cρ+ c0 > 0, (4.23)
c, c0 are constants. So, we obtained the multidimensional ”cosmological” solution with
the Euclidean ”time” ρ .
The solution (4.20)-(4.23) satisfies not only equations of motion for the truncated
model (without the Chern-Simons term), but also the equations of motion for the ”total”
model (4.17), since the only modification related to ”Maxwells” equations
d ∗ F 4 = const F 4 ∧ F 4, (4.24)
is trivial due to F 4 ∧ F 4 = 0 (since τi ∧ τi = 0 ).
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V Appendix 1: block-orthogonal solutions in the σ -
model
Equations of motion corresponding to (2.14) have the following form
Rµν [g
0] = GˆAB∂µσ
A∂νσ
B +
∑
s∈S
εs e
−2Us
A
σA ∂µΦ
s∂νΦ
s, (5.1)
GˆAB△[g
0]σB +
∑
s∈S
εsU
s
A e
−2Us
C
σC g0µν∂µΦ
s∂νΦ
s = 0, (5.2)
∂µ
(√
|g0|g0µν e−2U
s
A
σA ∂νΦ
s
)
= 0, (5.3)
s ∈ S . Here △[g0] is the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to g0 .
Proposition [1]. Let (M0, g
0) be Ricci-flat Rµν [g
0] = 0 . Then the field configuration
g0, σA =
∑
s∈S
εsU
sAν2s lnHs, Φ
s =
νs
Hs
, (5.4)
s ∈ S , satisfies the field equations (5.1)–(5.3) with V = 0 if (real) numbers νs obey the
relations ∑
s′∈S
(Us, Us
′
)εs′ν
2
s′ = −1 (5.5)
s ∈ S , functions Hs > 0 are harmonic, i.e.
△[g0]Hs = 0, (5.6)
s ∈ S and Hs are coinciding inside blocks:
Hs = Hs′ (5.7)
for s, s′ ∈ Si , i = 1, . . . , k .
The Proposition can be readily verified by a straightforward substitution of (5.4)–(5.7)
into equations of motion (5.1)–(5.3). In the special (orthogonal) case, when any block
contains only one vector (i.e. all |Si| = 1 ) the Proposition coincides with Proposition
1 of [11]. In general case vectors inside each block Si are not orthogonal. The solution
under consideration depends on k independent harmonic functions. For a given set of
vectors (Us, s ∈ S) the maximal number k arises for the irreducible block-orthogonal de-
composition (2.22), (2.23), when any block (Us, s ∈ Si) does not split into two mutually-
orthogonal subblocks.
VI Discussions
Here we obtained the example of the cosmological solution with three Euclidean inter-
secting p -branes (one electric and two magnetic) satisfying intersection rules for the
hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebra F3 (see (3.21) and (4.1)). The corresponding A3 so-
lution contains three pseudo-Euclidean p -branes. The difference in sign rules (restriction
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on εs ) for finite and hyperbolic algebras is a consequence of inequalities for elements of
the inverse Cartan matrix: A−1ij > 0 for simple (or semisimple) finite dimensional Lie
algebra and A−1ij ≤ 0 (for simple hyperbolic KM algebra). In this paper the hyperbolic
KM algebra F3 appeared only on the simplest level of the Cartan matrix (governing the
intersection rules) but the full structure of the algebra, including Serre relations (4.4) and
(4.5), was not used. We may suppose that at the second step a more deep penetrating into
a ”structure” of infinite dimensional hyperbolic algebras will be achieved when general
cosmological solutions related to hyperbolic Toda-lattices will be considered.
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